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Introduction: 
According to this research many students are not considered in taking science subjects due to eye 
problem, this causes them to miss enjoyment and applications of science in their daily life. Worldwide 
we are in the century of science and technology were application of  science is more emphasized as to 
alleviate poverty in our countries, so it is the obligation of the government to ensure science is for all in 
primary and secondary level of education, so how come our education system ignoring students with 
such problem? do you think we  will be able to eliminate  poverty with these segregations? 
 

Method: 
The project were done by means of questionnaires given to 27 students and the result were provided below: 

Adaptive Teaching Methods for Students with Visual Impairments: 
The following are several methods teachers use to teach students with visual impairments in inclusive 
classroom. Some of these methods are used as they are but other methods require adaptations to work 
better for students with visual impairments. 
Encouraging Collaborative Learning - Students with low ability will learn from their fellow capable peers 
Using Questions and Answers - Oral method of giving instructions and receiving responses 
Sound Projection and Calling Students Names - Speed of talking, volume and pitch are very important 
Adapting Written Texts - printed text can be adapted through increasing the font size, bolding etc 
The use Audio and Optical devices - audio cassettes and compact discs 
The use of Tactile Materials - Tactile images or diagrams 
Extra Time Allowance - Students complete their work very slowly due to the nature of their impairment 
 
 
 

Conclusions 
 These students with eye problem are able to learn science subject if and only if the 
government will take Consideration on them by providing special support. In order 
to make all students enjoy the context of Science these students should be involved 
and not ignored since according to the data collected it seems They like science 
subjects but there is no special effort made by the government to let them learn. 
 
In order for these students to participate fully in science subjects, we advice the 
government to do the following, provide special machines for writing which include 
science symbols, teachers, special books and laboratories with apparatus.   
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